This paper considers the guidance and control problem of a flight vehicle with sidewindow detection. In order to guarantee the target remaining in the seeker's sight of view, the line of sight and the attitude of the flight vehicle should be under some constraints caused by the sidewindow, which leads to coupling between the guidance and the attitude dynamics model. To deal with the side-window constraints and the coupling, a novel Integrated Guidance and Control (IGC) design approach is proposed. Firstly, the relative motion equations are derived in the body-Line of Sight (LOS) coordinate system. And the guidance and control problem of the flight vehicle is formulated into an IGC problem with state constraints. Then, based on the singular perturbation method, the IGC problem is decomposed into the control design of the quasi-steady-state subsystem and the boundary-layer subsystem which can be designed separately. Finally, the receding horizon control is applied to the control design for the two subsystems. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
In order to satisfy the requirements of intercepting high-speed maneuvering targets, flight vehicles are generally flying at a high-speed and equipped with IR imaging seeker. 1 However, as the flight vehicle flying at a high-speed, the severe aerodynamic heating on the surface of the IR seeker deteriorates its detection performance. Therefore, the IR seeker has to be mounted to the side of flight vehicle's head, namely using the side-window detection technique. As the side-window constrains the Line-of-Sight (LOS) and the attitude of the flight vehicle, the guidance problem under constraints is necessary to be studied.
The guidance problem under constraints is essentially a control problem for a class of nonlinear system with state or input constraints. On the research of state constraints, the terminal constraints are mainly considered, which is the state constraints at the end of the terminal guidance. Some methods are proposed based on the optimal control, 2-4 sliding mode control, 5-9 polynomial guidance, 10,11 and switched-gain Guid-ance. 12 However, rare research is available for state constraints during the whole terminal guidance process. Considering the impact angle constraint for antiship missile systems, Lee et al. 2developed a guidance law to weigh the guidance performance and the control energy costs. Considering the terminal impact angle constraints, Ryoo et al. 3 analyzed the intercept situations under different impact angles and developed a guidance law based on the optimal control to minimize the miss distance. However, the target maneuver and the model uncertainty are neglected in the research. Lee et al. 4 presented an optimal linear time-varying guidance laws for controlling impact angles to meet the impact angle constraints. The guidance problem was formulated into an inverse optimal problem and solved, and the relationship between the guidance coefficients and the guidance performance was analyzed. Li et al. 5 presented a guidance law to intercept non-maneuvering targets at a desired impact angle by combining the SMC method with the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, which can enhance the robustness and reduce the chattering of the system. Considering the interception of maneuvering targets, Ref. 6 developed a guidance law for multiple constraints based on Sliding Mode Control (SMC). By separating the switching surfaces for the impact angle constraint and the homing constraint, the constraints were considered separately and the two surfaces were associated by introducing an appropriate virtual controller. Wu and Yang 7 developed an integrated guidance and control law for missile with terminal impact angle constraint based on variable structure control approach. The relationship between terminal impact angle and desired LOS is described and the integrated guidance and control law is designed based on the sliding mode control approach, whose design parameters can be attained directly with a linear matrix inequality.
Considering the desired terminal impact angle and hit-to-kill interception, Wang and Wang 8 proposed a partial integrated guidance and control law based on SMC, which can get a minimum miss distance. Kumar 9 proposed a finite time convergent guidance law based on nonsingular terminal sliding mode control theory, which can intercept maneuvering targets at desired impact angles. Simulations with a realistic interceptor model show that the guidance law can adapt to aerodynamic variations and different initial engagement geometries and impact angles. Fu et al. [13] [14] [15] proposed a Sliding Mode Control method with Unidirectional Auxiliary Surfaces (UAS-SMC) for a class of nonlinear systems with state constraints. The state constraints are transformed into the unidirectional auxiliary surfaces and satisfied by designing the control law to ensure the states trajectory moving inside the unidirectional auxiliary surfaces. However, this method cannot be used for the timevarying state constraints or the mixture of state and input constraints.
As for input constraints, the constraints caused by the discrete input of reaction jet are considered, some methods are proposed based on the model predictive control 16,17 and virtual control. 18,19 Actually, the virtual control is complete control allocation by designing an appropriate distribution law, while the input constraint problem is ignored and avoided in the control design.
In brief, although there are some researches on the state and input constraints, the time-varying state constraints or the mixture of state and input constraints are not considered. In this paper, side-window detection would cause the state constraints in the whole terminal guidance course, while the reaction jet would cause the input constraints. Furthermore, to avoid constraints time-varying, the guidance and control
